Anti-Christ
by HP Hooded Cobra 666

Normally, I wouldn't desire to do such kind of post. I am doing this in the hopes to save newbies, which I suspect are getting clawed by infiltrators and other idiots who like to spread rumors and cause confusion in the minds of others. Or pretend they know things they have no clue about, etc.

But I see all the time rumors, this, that, about the Anti-Christ. What I'm trying to say here. Have some decent respect. We know the foolish infiltrators and the idiots who want to make a life out of these things, but to the faithful ones, I would ask let the matter be.

His identity is not the problem, how, why or when exactly He is coming is not the problem at hand. I suspect right now we will have all the drama, on who He is and probably any insane/deluded lackeys claiming they are this and that.

Over the months I have seen many things written. So, I will humbly point some things out.

First there are some people who think that the Godhead is something simple, or that it can be attained in like a period of time. Fact is, few people have reached the actual Godhead, one of them being the Anti-Christ. I would say, everyone here has to really grasp this is not some soap opera, where you die and you are still immortal. This is actual, physical, rock solid, pragmatic, immortality and perfection.

Let's stop seeing this otherwise. Those who became as the Gods have proven themselves through hard work and dedication and Heroic acts. Through the ages.

Its pragmatic, real, actual. Not some may or may not happen stuff. With that being stated, one should realize the seriousness of this thing. And what an achievement it is.

The Anti-Christ is residing in another dimension with the Gods themselves. The actual ET's.

Another thing is that many times people, maybe not in bad intention, try to degenerate the Gods. For reasons as to bring them closer to what we are doing here. In fact, the Gods are exceptionally advanced beings. Exceptionally.
Many people disregard the power of Satan. In fact, Satan can do unimaginable things. But at the current state of the world, the energies of our side have not been sublimated to make the weak in heart believe, but sort the world out. The Gods have been free for around 10 years and one will crack if they collect all the data on how much the 'world' has 'strayed' since then.

In closing, if someone says they respect and love Satan. Better not confuse others with stupid predictions, meaningless conversations in regards to the Anti-Christ. It’s also to be kept in mind...Many people have a lying fetish. Infiltrators and others will surely claim they talk to Him or whatever else.

They do the same thing with Satan and our Gods. In fact, talking with the Gods is of the most valuable of things. It’s not to be thrown around and people who do this sort of thing, have not reached the mental maturity. Which implies they do not have the spiritual maturity either.

HPS Maxine has communicated to the groups about our All-Important Leader, not so idiots can rise and claim all sorts of things and make a drama around His name; but to give us the light on what is going on and let anyone know...That this is gonna be over. But for this to happen, we must focus on relentless work, as many of our faithful ones are doing.

Here we all need each other, the faithful Warriors, the Anti-Christ, the Gods. Everyone minding their job and not wasting time and the world will be back to us, in no time.

Let’s work and leave rambling, that’s the offer.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
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